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Assistant Professor of Arabic Qussay al-Attabi is new to Kenyon this year. | Jack Zellweger
Revised Arabic program 
ushers in more rigor
This school year, the Kenyon Arabic program is experiencing significant updates. Wel-
coming a new professor, Qussay al-Attabi, the department is now making moves to create 
a more challenging classroom environment.
“When I took Arabic my freshman year, you had a lot of people who were just there in 
order to complete their language requirement,” Arabic Assistant Teacher (AT) and Ara-
bic minor Phoebe Carter ’17 said. “This year, as an AT, I have noticed that students are far 
more invested. I think you can expect far more people to continue the language, rather 
than just taking it as freshmen, in the future.”
The department is now striving to provide an increased workload for first-year stu-
dents. New assignments — ranging from learning multiple dialects to taking quizzes ev-
ery week — are encouraging students to study more. This workload is to ensure students 
are more likely to reach proficiency. The Arabic curriculum also gained a new direction, 
with the addition of a full three-year plan for teaching Arabic at Kenyon. This means that 
each level of Arabic will build on the previous one to a greater degree than in 
Tuition expected to 
grow annually by 3-4%
Kenyon’s tuition ranks 
among the highest in Ohio, 
and students should expect the 
price to continue increasing.
Tuition will continue to 
grow by about 3 to 4 percent 
annually, according to Joseph 
Lipscomb ’87, vice chair of the 
Board of Trustees and chair of 
the Board’s Budget, Finance 
and Audit committee. This 
is an approximate $2,500 in-
crease for each incoming class. 
For the 2016-2017 academic 
year, Kenyon’s tuition rose by 
$2,000, which rougly translates 
to a 3.3 percent increase. That 
figure does not include man-
datory charges and fees, like 
optional insurance, K-Card 
deposits or the student ac-
tivities fee. This year’s tuition 
is $49,220 before room and 
board.
Annual spikes in tuition 
are a result of a number of dif-
ferent expenses, according to 
Todd Burson, vice president 
for finance. These include 
health insurance for faculty 
and staff, food costs, elements 
of the Master Plan, the creation 
of new faculty or administra-
tive positions at the College 
and utility expenses. President 
Sean Decatur also attributed 
the rise in tuition to the fact 
that Kenyon’s endowment did 
not return its average rate of 
4 to 5 percent last year. In fact 
the endowment lost 0.1 per-
cent, which translates to about 
a $2,186,000 drop in value. 
“We build the budget based 
on the fact that we will with-
draw some percentage from the 
endowment each year as our 
payout, and typically that’s be-
tween 4 to 5 percent,” Decatur 
said. “If returns are flat, like 
last year, we are still taking out 
of the endowment, so the value 
goes down. So it actually re-
duces the funds that are avail-
able to draw out later.”
Burson said the College is 
trying to keep tuition manage-
able for students.
JACKSON FURBEE | STAFF WRITER
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Village RecoRd
Oct. 22 - Nov. 2
Oct. 22, 10:10 p.m. —  Student reported persons entered residence with authorization and 
took items without authorization on North Campus.
Oct. 24, 6:30 p.m. — Alcohol found in student residence on South Campus. Alcohol confis-
cated and disposed of. 
Oct. 24, 6:30 p.m. — Underage student in possession of alcohol on South Campus.
Oct. 26, 4:22 p.m. — Drug paraphernalia found in student residence on South Campus. 
Item(s) tested positive for illegal substance, turned over to Knox County Sheriff’s Office.
Oct. 26, 5:21 p.m. — Drug paraphernalia found in student residence on South Campus. 
Item(s) tested positive for illegal substance, turned over to Knox County Sheriff’s Office.
Oct. 28, 11:01 p.m. — Underage student in possession of alcohol on North Campus.
Oct. 28, 11:34 p.m. — Underage student in possession of alcohol on North Campus
Oct. 29, 2:16 a.m. — Drug paraphernalia and substance found in residence on South Cam-
pus.  Item(s) tested positive for illegal substance. Item(s) turned over to the Knox County Sher-
rif’s Office. 
Oct. 30, 1:52  a.m. — Student set item on fire and moved it to wooded area on North Campus. 
Fire department extinguished fire. 
Oct. 30, 2:27 a.m. — Drug paraphernalia found in student residence on North Campus. 
Item(s) tested positive for illegal substance. Item(s) turned over the Sheriff’s Office.
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In the Oct. 13 issue, the Collegian misstated the founding year of Cinearts. 
Former Gund Gallery Curator of Academic Programs Natasha Ritsma helped create 
Cinearts during the 2013-14 academic year. 
In the Oct. 20 issue, the Collegian miscredited a photo to Jess Kusher; the pho-
tographer was Shane Canfield.
The Collegian regrets these errors.
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Board of Trustees discusses divestment; future of the library
President Sean Decatur de-
scribed last week’s meeting of 
the Board of Trustees as “anti-
climactic.” No major decisions 
are typically made during the 
fall  meeting.
On the agenda for this meet-
ing were discussions related to 
the Master Plan, financial aid, 
the College’s capital campaign 
and Title IX. The fall meeting 
is a time for the Board of Trust-
ees to meet with senior staff to 
discuss long-term projects and 
goals for the College. Most ma-
jor decisions on issues — such 
as the budget and student tu-
ition — are made during the 
February or April meetings.
Only two votes were held, ac-
cording to Decatur: one to pro-
mote Tim Spiekerman of the 
political science department to 
full professor, and one to ap-
prove designs for new buildings 
for the English department, as 
per the Master Plan.  The bud-
get for the new buildings will 
likely be around $4 million said 
Finance and Audit committee 
Joseph Lipscomb ’87  in a meet-
ing with Collegian editors Vice 
Chair of the Board and Chair 
of the Board’s Budget, . Decatur 
said no budget or timeline for 
the construction of these new 
buildings has been approved 
yet.
No decision was made on the 
fate of Sunset Cottage. There 
will be “continued study” on the 
building, according to Deca-
tur, with more discussions held 
at the April Board of Trustees 
meeting.
Though the demolition of 
Farr Hall and the the replace-
ment of Olin and Chalmers Li-
brary have been slated as the 
next major Master Plan proj-
ects — the demolition of Farr 
Hall is scheduled for this sum-
mer — Decatur said there were 
no updates on these projects.
The board examined the 
College’s finances and held a 
conversation on divestment. 
Lipscomb said the Board’s in-
vestment committee met with 
Divest Kenyon, a new student 
group dedicated to encouraging 
Kenyon to divest its endowment 
from fossil fuel and private pris-
on companies. Lipscomb is a co-
founder and partner at Arbor-
view Capital LLC, which invests 
in sustainable companies. 
“We discussed divestment 
and the overarching question of 
how much we should align our 
investment strategy with our 
mission as an institution,” Lip-
scomb said. “I think it’s great 
that Divest Kenyon is interested 
in it.” Lipscomb confirmed that 
there will be continued discus-
sions on educating students 
about Kenyon’s investments 
and aligning investments with 
sustainability goals. “We are re-
ally going to try to think more 
on our endowment,” he added, 
“how we can gear our invest-
ments toward sustainability.”
The Board meeting also cov-
ered financial aid and admis-
sions demographics, as well as 
the College’s capital campaign. 
The campaign is still in the qui-
et phase, when the College plans 
goals for the campaign and 
seeks substantial gifts, Decatur 
said. He predicted the campaign 
will officially launch in 2018.
The Board will next convene 
in February in Washington, 
D.C. to pass the College’s an-
nual budget for the College and 
determine financial issues, in-




Kaine rallies students at KAC
Kaine spoke for an hour to students and community members. | Victoria Ungvarsky
Tim Kaine, the Democratic Party’s vice 
presidential nominee, spoke to an enthusi-
astic audience of mostly students in Tomsich 
Arena in the Kenyon Athletic Center (KAC) 
last Thursday, Oct. 27. U.S. Secret Service es-
timated the crowd contained 1,100 people, ac-
cording to a representative from the Clinton 
Campaign.
Kaine urged the audience to vote early, 
praised Democratic Presidential Candidate 
Hillary Clinton’s policy proposals and criti-
cized Republican Presidential Candidate Don-
ald Trump’s behavior on the campaign trail. The 
hour-long speech was interrupted approximately 
halfway by unintelligible shouts from a group of 
student protesters holding up a large banner that 
read, “Water is life. What side of history will you 
be on? #NoDAPL,” referring to the Dakota Access 
Pipeline. 
And, yes, Kaine was familiar with Kenyon: He 
told the audience that his childhood best friend at-
tended Kenyon, where he studied Greek and Latin, 
though Kaine himself never visited campus.
“My high school grades wouldn’t have got-
ten me into Kenyon,” Kaine said as he began his 
speech, “but I made it to Kenyon!”
MAYA KAUFMAN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
We discussed divestment and the 
overarching question of how much we 
should align our investment strategy 
with our mission as an insitution.
Trustee Joseph Lipscomb ’87
“
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the past. Al-Attabi, who is one 
of two Arabic professors at Ken-
yon, said this is expected to en-
courage more students to stick 
with the language. 
Al-Attabi is aware of the easy-
A stereotypes once associated 
with the department. “[Arabic’s 
reputation] was something I dis-
covered on the first day of class,” 
he said. “Classes were more than 
full, almost double capacity. 
Some of the students came to me 
and said they were only taking 






drop it, as 






his new approach would make 
getting high grades in the class 
more challenging. “The grades 
are not what’s important,” al-At-
tabi said. “The type of teaching 
that we do now is task-based, and 
what will be important is what 
the students can do with the Ar-
abic acquired in previous units.”
He also acknowledged that 
the program has taken a new di-
rection in terms of rigor. “Our 
goal right now is to expand the 
foundation of knowledge that 
students receive during that first 
year in the program,” he said. 
“We want to essentially instill 
confidence that students can be 
successful with language inde-
pendently after college.”
Dora Segall ’20 said she felt 
the reputation of the classes had 
changed based on what she had 
heard from other students. “It 
might not be 
an intensive 





Attabi is very 
passionate 
about what he 
does, and he’s 
done a great 
job at making 
sure we learn the material at a 
fast pace.”
Al-Attabi said the depart-
ment hopes to add another pro-
fessor in the near future — in 
addition to al-Attabi, Professor 
Christopher Hemmig teaches In-
termediate and Advanced Level 
Arabic. The program has already 
added a temporary professor for 
the spring 2017 semester. More 
advanced classes involving Ara-
bic poetry and literature may be 
on the horizon in the next sever-
al years.  
Hemmig added that, although 
enrollment in the higher-levels 
of Arabic is at a respectable lev-
el, he hopes continued improve-
ments in the program will main-
tain, and even improve, these 
numbers.
It looks as though Hemmig 
will not have to pursue this goal 
alone: Al-Attabi said he has had 
a great experience in his new role 
so far, and plans to be at Kenyon 
for the foreseeable future. 
“I had heard about how good, 
smart and hard-working Kenyon 
students were, but I’m even more 
impressed now that I have taught 
them,” al-Attabi said. “They have 
been very hard-working and col-
laborative, and it’s refreshing to 
see students who not only want 
to be at the top, but want others 
to be at the top as well. I love that 
about the culture at Kenyon.”
Design Editor McKenna Trim-
ble contributed reporting. 
“The big thing for students is that 
they need to know that we’re trying 
to keep the increase as low as pos-
sible,” Burson said. “At the end of 
the day, it all comes back to the aca-
demic program at the college. With 
us not having a very big endowment 
compared to the other schools we’re 
competing against, when we spend 
a dollar on something it’s got to be 
well spent. It can’t be wasted.”
Once the endowment grows 
large enough, Decatur said, the Col-
lege likely won’t have to raise tuition 
to pay for the expenses the endow-
ment usually covers. 
Burson and Decatur said stu-
dents receiving need-based financial 
aid will not be affected by increased 
tuition rates, and Decatur added 
that a higher endowment will allow 
the College to give more financial 
aid to students. 
Raising endowment funds for fi-
nancial aid is a priority for Decatur, 
and he has previously said the Col-
lege’s upcoming capital campaign 
will focus on fundraising for finan-
cial aid. 
The Board of Trustees has reg-
ularly discussed a tuition freeze, 
which means an incoming student 
would pay the same price all four 
years. Burson, Lipscomb and De-
catur agreed that, while this sounds 
good in theory, a freeze would ulti-
mately make it harder for the Col-
lege to cover all their costs.
“We don’t want to institute some 
policy or tuition freeze in place 
where it ties our hands behind our 
back so we can’t do what we need to 
do with academic programs,” Bur-
son said.
Decatur said the price freeze 
model would “give more predict-
ability for families,” as this plan 
would allow families to better plan 
for future tuition payments. 
This model, however, means that 
the difference in payment between 
years could vary. 
Kenyon’s tuition has consistently 
increased over the past few years. 
Since 2013, the price has increased 
by $5,320. Compared to the other 
Five Colleges of Ohio (College of 
Wooster, Ohio Wesleyan Universi-
ty [OWU], Denison University and 
Oberlin College), Oberlin Students 
pay the most: a price tag of $51,324, 
not including additional costs and 
fees. Students at Dennison, Wooster 
and OWU pay less, with tuition 
prices at $47,870, $46,860 and 
$43,770, respectively. 
Mike Frandsen, the president 
of Oberlin, also cited expenses as 
the main factor in a 2015 article on 
Oberlin’s website regarding why the 
College had to raise tuition annu-
ally.
These colleges’ tuitions increased 
by an average of $1,867 last year. This 
increase in tuition comes at a time 
when college expenses have gar-
nered national attention, with presi-
dential candidates Hillary Clinton 
and Donald Trump proposing re-
forms that they claim would lower 
the amount students have to pay.
Burson and Lipscomb blamed 
rising tuition partly on the inflation 
of the dollar. The College has had to 
Rising tution caused by increased costs, currency inflation
Burson and Decatur agree tutition freeze unlikely because it may cause unbalanced budget.
Arabic program hopes to add new professor in coming years
The classes have become more rigorous, professors embrace new methods of pedagogy.
Continued from Page 1
Continued from Page 1
  The grades 
are not what’s 
important. The type of 
teaching that we do now 
is task-based”
Assistant Professor of Arabic 
Qussay  al-Attabi
“
The department hopes to offer more classes in Arabic poetry and literaturature. | Jack Zellweger
traverse the rough terrain of current 
financial markets, Decatur said. This 
has continually driven up the cost 
of tuition, by making basic utilities 
more expensive each year.
Despite Kenyon’s relatively small 
endowment, Burson and Decatur 
added, the College is still able to stay 
competitive with other top-tier insti-
tutions.
“If there’s not 1700 students that 
want to come here and who have 
those average SAT scores of 1340, 
that would tell us that we’re not 
competitive,” Burson said. “That’s 
kind of how we’re able to beat those 
bigger schools without deflating our 
endowment, with the kind of pro-
gramming we’re putting together is 
top quality,” Burson said. 
“People say ‘Kenyon’s where I 
want to go,’” Burson added. “We’re 
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Health and Counseling Center combines art and well-being
Students get a chance to channel their artistic side in new weekly art therapy sessions.
DEVON MUSGRAVE-JOHNSON
ARTS EDITOR
Running a group therapy ses-
sion requires some creativity — 
especially when the sessions fo-
cus on art therapy.










sions to The 
Health and 
Counseling Center. Since Oct. 
26, the trio has been running an 
hour-long group therapy session 
that uses art projects to help stu-
dents cope with their day-to-day 
troubles and emotions.
“I think that with any sort of 
counseling or therapy, you hope 
to foster a space for people where 
it’s safe to let whatever is going on 
with them out,” Ladrach said. 
The trio has previous ex-
perience with art therapy, and 
Ladrach studied Art Therapy and 
Studio Art at Capital University. 
Though art therapy is a rela-
tively new practice, the methods 
are generally successful, accord-
ing to the American Art Therapy 
Association. Art therapy pro-
vides non-verbal means of com-
munication for those who may 
not be able to articulate what they 
are feeling.
The first session, run by 
Ladrach and Gabric, was an in-
timate gathering: Three sopho-
mores attend-
ed. At the 
beginning of 





out looking at 
the paper or 
lifting their 
pencils. Throughout the rest of 
the session, they altered the draw-
ings in whatever way they saw fit.
One attendee picked the best 
parts of the drawing and erased 
the rest, leaving a simple, elegant 
line drawing on the page. 
Another added color and 
graphite to her drawing.
At the end of the session, the 
group discussed their drawings 
and the changes they had made, 
linking them to how they view 
themselves. The conversation re-
mained positive and focused on 
modes of self expression.
“A lot of the stuff that we have 
planned focuses on self expres-
sion and the sort of positive-fo-
cused aspect of thinking about 
life and day-to-day emotional 
states,” Gabric said, “as opposed 
to saying ‘let’s search the deep-
est darkest realms of your soul.’ 
If that happens, that’s absolutely 
fine, but we are just more focused 
on wellness.”
The group meets every 
Wednesday at 4 p.m. at the Cox 
Health and Counseling Center, 
and all are welcome. But Gabric 
said students shouldn’t feel as if 
they need to come to every ses-
sion to be a valued part of the 
group. Each week, the group will 
take on a new project.
“No experience necessary — 
really, it’s much more about pro-
cess than product,” Gabric said. 
“Just as a person doesn’t need 
to have experience with art to 
participate, they need not have 
experience with counseling or 
therapy. It can just be a way of 
exploring non-verbal ways of ex-
pression.”
Self-portraits drawn by students at an art therapy session at the Counseling Center. | Nikki Anderson
Figure drawing models reveal the naked truth about the gig
ZOË ENGLE
STAFF WRITER
Students trickled into Hor-
vitz Hall on Monday night 
for the art department’s open 
figure drawing sessions with 
their usual materials of pen-
cil and paper. When the ses-
sion began, a model emerged 
from a closet in a fuzzy, pur-
ple robe and stepped onto a 
platform in the center of the 
room before undressing. 
At each figure drawing 
session, different students 
become the subject of inspi-
ration for the class: The mod-
els, all of whom are Kenyon 
students, pose naked for both 
the open drawing sessions 
and art classes. 
To some, the idea of nude 
modeling in front of one’s 
peers may appear daunting. 
Such nerves, according to 
Emma Dunlop ’18, a model 
for the program, eventually 
dissipate. 
“It gets a whole lot less 
nerve-racking as it goes,” she 
said. 
As the model changed po-
sitions throughout the ses-
sion, people took varying ar-
tistic approaches: Some drew 
with colors, forming abstract 
pictures, and others created 
realistic pieces that focused 
on one part of the subject. 
Dunlop has worked with 
the figure drawing program 
since her first year. She was 
originally a student in the 
figure drawing class, offered 
seperately from the weekly 
program. 
Following her experi-
ence in the course, Dunlop 
emailed Associate Professor 
of Art Read Baldwin to secure 
a job as a model. She first 
posed for the Drawing I class, 
then continued to sit for the 
session offered on Monday 
nights. 
“Modeling is more about 
yourself,” Dunlop said. 
“There is a connection to the 
artist, which I think is really 
beautiful, but for me it’s more 
about letting myself be and 
letting my body be.”  
Dunlop said modeling is 
more relaxed than many as-
sume. “It’s a lot less weird 
than you think,” she said. 
“You make art out of the per-
son, and then it’s fine.”
Recounting her first expe-
rience modeling for Drawing 
I, Dunlop described posing 
for people she knew outside of 
the course. “I actually knew a 
lot of people in there, which 
was a little weird, but, also, I 
don’t know, very normal,” she 
said. “It didn’t change any-
thing; it was just really cool.”
Dunlop is not the only 
model to run into familiar 
faces: Tess Neau ’19 found she 
knew many of the students 
during her time working as a 
model for the art program. 
“That kind of felt reassur-
ing, actually,” she said. “Ev-
eryone’s so normal about it. 
They’re like, ‘Ok, yeah. A na-
ked person.’”
Dunlop said her mood im-
proves after sitting for a ses-
sion or class and that she has 
learned how to accept herself 
for who she is. “[Modeling] 
lets you acknowledge, ‘yes 
this is the reality of my body, 
and this is how it looks’, but 
it still manages to be beau-
tiful, even if it’s not pretty.” 
She said, “It manifests into 
some art form, so I come out 
with a lot more respect for my 
body.” 
Emily Kraus ’17, who en-
rolled in Drawing I her soph-
omore year and began model-
ing this semester, considers 
the experience a time to re-
f lect. “When you’re in one 
pose, it gives you a lot of time 
to think,” she said. “It’s quiet 
in there, it’s very meditative. 
It’s a really healthy experi-
ence.”
But Dunlop and Kraus also 
commented on the struggles 
that come with posing. “You 
don’t really realize how hard 
it is to keep a position when 
your arms are not supported 
by anything,” Dunlop said. 
“It’s a lot harder than people 
think.”
A lot of the 
stuff that we 
have planned focuses on 
self expression.
College Counselor Sarah 
Gabric
“
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Everyone’s so normal about it. They’re 
like, ‘Ok, yeah. A naked person.’
Tess Neau ’19“














An exhibition of the works 
of illustrator Coles Phillips, 
who attended Kenyon be-
tween 1902 and 1904, opened 
in the Greenslade Special 
Collections and Archives last 
week. 
Phillips is known for his 
drawings of “Phillips Girls,” 
slender risqué women meant 
to entice consumers into buy-
ing elegant clothing and use-
ful household items with their 
charming appearance. Curat-
ed by Claire Berman ’16, the 
exhibition focuses mainly on 
Phillips but also explores the 
work of C.D. Gibson, creator 
of the “Gibson Girls.”
Berman began working on 
the exhibition last winter, but 
couldn’t display it until this 
fall. She began assembling 
the exhibition after Elizabeth 
Williams Clymer, the Special 
Collections Librarian, asked 
her if she’d be interested in 
helping. Berman worked in 
archives for three years dur-
ing her time at Kenyon and 
helped to curate many other 
exhibits. She knew of Phillips 
via research requests to the li-
brary and was eager to create 
an exhibit using his adver-
tisements from the archives.
Ishan Mirchandani ’20 and 
Matthew Manno ’20 came to 
the exhibition with this re-
porter to voice their thoughts 
on the pieces. Mirchandani 
pointed out the titles in C.D. 
Gibson’s book, Eighty Draw-
ings Including the Weaker 
Sex: The Story of a Susceptible 
Bachelor. One sketch depicts 
a man thinking about a wom-
an. Another depicts a man 
with a family. 
“In these you can see this 
idea that women derive their 
power from men,” Manno 
said. 
Most of the pieces in the 
exhibition were precursors to 
the famous “Phillips Girls,” 
including some of Phillips’ 
earlier works from his time at 
Kenyon. One piece portrays a 
man smoking a pipe in front 
of Old Kenyon. 
Phillips attended college 
with “no particular skills or 
charms,” Berman said. Dur-
ing his time on the Hill, Phil-
lips illustrated for Kenyon’s 
student yearbook, the Rev-
eille, to help finance his edu-
cation. At Kenyon, he found 
his knack for illustration by 
working for the yearbook and 
taking art classes. 
After two years, his Alpha 
Delta Phi fraternity broth-
ers convinced him to leave 
college for New York City, 
believing his art was good 
enough to succeed without a 
college degree. 
Even without qualifica-
tions, Phillips had no prob-
lems succeeding. He walked 
into the lobbies of many pub-
lications eager for a chance to 
show his work, despite lack-
ing an appointment. This 
strategy worked to get his 
name out, and his art was fea-
tured on a centerfold in Life 
magazine and has appeared 
in The Saturday Evening Post, 
Good Housekeeping, Vogue, 
The Ladies’ Home Journal and 
many other popular maga-
zines from the early 20th cen-
tury. 
“He was considered an ex-
pert on the ideal American 
women,” Berman explains 
on a sign about Phillips in 
her exhibition, “and it was 
rumored Phillips even chose 
Kenyon College’s homecom-
ing queens.” 
His life was brief: He died 
in 1927 at the age of 47 from 
tuberculosis of the kidney, 
and before that, he began los-
ing his vision. 
Phillips employed a unique 
style in which the women in 
his paintings would appear to 
fade into their background. 
One such piece, entitled Co-
quette’s Number, portrays a 
woman in a blue dress against 
a blue background, hang-
ing from a spider web while 
catching men. This piece is an 
example of both the aesthetic 
and societal themes at work 
in Phillips’ art. It employs his 
signature fading technique 
while portraying women as 
powerful only through their 
ability to seduce.
Coles Phillips’s illustration from the August 24, 1911 edition of 
Life magazine is on display in the Archives exhibit. | Courtesy of 
Greenslade Special Collections and Archives
“death becomes/excit-
ing/until it isn’t/until bore-
dom sets in/and desensiti-
zation begins,” Remi Kanazi 
writes in his poem “Until 
It Isn’t.” The Palestinian-
American poet is promoting 
his latest collection, Before 
the Bomb Drops: Rising up 
from Brooklyn to Palestine. 
Though this is not a Lit Fest 
event, Kanazi has taught and 
performed poetry through-
out the United States and 
the Middle East, and he has 
contributed political com-
mentary to The New York 
Times, Salon and BBC Ra-
dio, among other news out-
lets. He will read at the Horn 
Gallery this Thursday for a 7 
p.m.
Writer Daniel Mark Epstein 
’70 is no stranger to Ken-
yon. After graduating from 
the College, he returned as 
the Thomas Chair of Cre-
ative Writing in the spring of 
2012 to teach writing class-
es. A prolific writer, Epstein 
has written biographies of 
figures ranging from recent 
Nobel Laureate Bob Dylan 
to poet Edna St. Vincent Mil-
lay, to members of the Lin-
coln family. He has also pub-
lished   eight collections of 
poetry, including his most 
recent The Glass House, 
and  three of his plays have 
reached stages in New York 
and Baltimore. See him in 
Peirce Lounge at 7 p.m.
Students may have 
grabbed a copy of Dame 
Hilary Mantel’s historical 
novel Wolf Hall earlier this 
semester, when the Kenyon 
Review handed them out for 
free. Of all Mantel’s best-
selling novels, this one has 
gotten a lot of buzz: The 
Royal Shakespeare Com-
pany recently adapted the 
book, which traces Oliver 
Cromwell’s family, for the 
stage, and BBC Two made 
a television adaptation. The 
two-time winner of the Man 
Booker Prize is the speak-
er for the Kenyon Review 
Literary Festival’s keynote 
event in Rosse Hall at 8 p.m. 
Mantel will come to cam-
pus after receiving the Ke-
nyon Review Award for Lit-
erary Achievement at a gala 
dinner in New York City to-
night. 
Come to
Coles Phillips’s drawings resurface in new Archives exhibit
Claire Berman ’16 shows off the iconic “Phillips Girls” and other works of Kenyon’s history.
The annual Kenyon 
Review Literary 
Festival takes over 
Gambier this week-
end with a variety 
of literary events. 
Here are a few 
writers to look out 










Rob Portman (R, Incumbent) 
Rob Portman (R) has been an Ohio senator since 2011. He 
previously served in President George W. Bush’s cabinet 
as Director of the Office of Management and Budget, the 
House of Representatives from 1993 to 2005 and the White 
House Office of Legislative Affairs. Portman is a member of 
the Budget, Energy and Natural Resources; Finance and the 
Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committees. 
He chairs the Subcommittee of Fiscal Responsibility and 
Economic Growth and the Permanent Subcommittee on 
Investigations. Previously, he served on the Deficit Reduc-
tion and Armed Services Committees. 
Portman’s voting record is largely in line with the Re-
publican Party. He voted against the Iran Nuclear Deal, the 
Violence Against Women Act and for a fence on the U.S.-
Mexico border. Portman also voted to close sanctuary cities, 
which are cities that do not prosecute individuals for being 
undocumented. He supports marriage equality.
Roy Rich (D)
Roy Rich (D) is the Democratic candidate for 
Congress in Ohio’s Seventh District. Rich has 35 
years of experience in law enforcement as a union 
member. He retired from the Cleveland Police in 
2009 as a commander and serves on the Board of 
Directors of the Cleveland Police Credit Commit-
tee, co-chairing the Investment and Credit Union 
Development Committees. Rich supports LG-
BTQ+ and women’s rights. He advocates increas-
ing the minimum wage, closing tax loopholes and 
making college more affordable. Rich also be-
lieves healthcare should be accessible for all and 
that all gun purchases should be preceded by a 
background check.
Bob Gibbs (R, Incumbent)
Incumbent Congressman Robert (Bob) Gibbs (R) is 
running to represent Ohio’s Seventh District. He was 
elected to the 18th district (since redistricted to the 
Ohio Seventh) in 2010, defeating Democrat and Ke-
nyon alumnus Zack Space ’83. In 2014, he ran unop-
posed for the seat. In the House, he sits on the Trans-
portation and Infrastructure Committee, and the 
Agriculture Committee. 
 If re-elected, Gibbs says he will prioritize “fiscal re-
sponsibility,” tax reform and development of domestic 
natural resources, according to his campaign website. 
He supports the repeal of the Affordable Care Act. 
In 2015, he voted against a bipartisan budget bill, ac-
cording to Ballotpedia. Once passed, it suspended the 
debt ceiling until March 2017 and increased domestic 
and military spending. This year, he was endorsed by 
the Canton Repository, the Elyria Chronicle Telegram 
and the National Rifle Association. He also received 
the Ohio Farm Bureau Friend of Agriculture Award. 
He served in the Ohio House of Representatives from 
2003-8 and the Ohio State Senate from 2009-10.
Ted Strickland (D) 
Ted Strickland (D) was Governor of Ohio from 
2007 to 2011 and previously served six terms as 
a member of the U.S. House of Representatives 
from Ohio’s sixth district. He lost the governor-
ship to current Governor John Kasich in 2010. 
In 2013, he was appointed by Barack Obama to 
be one of five alternate representatives to the 
U.S. delegation to the United Nations. As gov-
ernor, Strickland opposed federally subsidized 
abstinence-only sex education programs, pushed 
to cut funding for school vouchers and support-
ed job growth in the coal and energy industries. 
Strickland is known for working across both sides 
of the aisle and brokering bipartisan deals. He has 
said some of his priorities include overturning 
Citizens United, decreasing levels of student debt 
and defeating ISIS.
House of Representatives
Donald Trump, President 
Mike Pence, Vice President 
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 Tax Levy 2
A renewal of a tax for the benefit of College Township for the purpose of providing fire protection 
and emergency medical services at a rate not exceeding four million for each one dollar of valuation, 
which amounts to $0.40 for each 100 dollars of valuation, for five years, commencing in 2017, first 
due in calendar year 2018.
Tax Levy 1
A majority affirmative vote is necessary for passage. A replacement of a tax for the benefit of Knox 
County for the purpose of providing maintenance and operation of services and facilities for senior 
citizens at a rate not exceeding 0.79 million for each one dollar of valuation, which amounts to seven 
and $0.079 for each 100 dollars of valuation, for five years, commencing in 2017, first due in calendar 
year 2018.
WHERE TO VOTE
Early Voting On Election Day
Mount Vernon Service Center
117 E. High Street, Room 210
Mount Vernon, Ohio
Nov. 3 & 4 8:00 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Nov. 5 8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
Nov. 6 1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
Nov. 7 8:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Gambier Community Center
115 Meadow Lane 
Gambier, Ohio
Behind the KAC
Nov. 8 6:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.
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Hillary Clinton, President 
Tim Kaine, Vice President 
Jeff Furr 
Jeff Furr is a patent attorney based out of Utica, Ohio. He is 
running primarily to eliminate Common Core, a set of feder-
ally mandated academic standards aimed to increase student 
performance. Furr wants to be a proponent for increased 
school choice and more local control,  and he wishes to take 
politics out of education. He believes that giving more auton-
omy to local boards will result in diminishing the achieve-
ment gap between children. He received his Bachelor’s de-
gree from The Ohio State University and has an M.B.A., a 
J.D. and an L.L.M. from Capital University in Bexley, Ohio. 
He has served on the Johnstown City Council and serving as 
the President of the Mid-Ohio Christian Home School As-
sociation. 
Adam C. Slane
Adam C. Slane is an Ohio State University-edu-
cated aide to U.S. Representative Steve Stivers of 
Ohio and former teacher who has received back-
ing from the Republican Party of Ohio. His policy 
stances reflect a focus on restructuring schools 
to fit the specific needs of students (e.g., online 
schools should be an option for students strug-
gling in traditional classroom environments) and 
crafting policy that measures student progress as 
a tool for guiding future decisions. Slane believes 
that Ohio’s Common Core standards are effective 
and favors more educational review that includes 
teachers and parents.
Katy Barricklow
Katy Barricklow, a member of the Delaware Re-
publican Central Committee who ran unsuccess-
fully for the Olentangy Board of Education in 
2013, withdrew from consideration.
Antoinette Miranda 
Antoinette Miranda is a school psychologist and 
professor at The Ohio State University College of 
Education and Human Ecology. Over the course 
of her career, she has focused on education re-
search and diversity; she designed a curriculum 
that prepares educators to work with diverse stu-
dent populations. If elected, Miranda wants to in-
crease transparency and accountability for public 
schools’ goals to make Ohio education more eq-
uitable. Miranda earned her B.A. and Ph.D. from 
the University of Cincinnati and now resides in 
Columbus. Miranda has been endorsed by the 
Ohio Democratic Party.
Jamie O’Leary
Jamie O’Leary is a Princeton University-educated educa-
tion policy analyst at the Thomas B. Fordham Institute — 
an ideologically conservative education policy think tank 
— and former kindergarten teacher. O’Leary is open to 
working with current Common Core standards in Ohio 
and emphasizes that public schools must rise to a level 
of rigor that will prepare students for college and keep 
students out of costly remedial courses. O’Leary favors 
implementing better attendance reporting methods for 
online students to ensure taxpayers are paying for stu-
dents to actually attend e-school programs. O’Leary is not 
affiliated with either the Democrats or Republicans, and 
has said she considers education a non-partisan issue.”
Nicholas Baumeyer
Nicholas Baumeyer will vote in his first statewide election this 
November. He also happens to be a candidate for the State 
School Board. The 18-year-old is a senior at Olentangy Orange 
High School in Lewis Center, Ohio. He will likely earn his high 
school diploma next spring.  
Baumeyer’s political stances and policy proposals were not 
available online. He has expressed several political opinions on 
his Twitter account, @NBaumey, such as retweeting a graphic 
of U.S. Code Title 18 Section 2017, which states that anyone 
who “willfully and unlawfully conceals… or destroys” records 
or documents publicly filed with a court or public office will be 
ineligible to hold office in the United States. The post was cap-
tioned: “Under U.S. law Hillary literally is disqualified from be-
coming president…”
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115 Meadow Lane 
Gambier, Ohio
Behind the KAC
Nov. 8 6:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Office Phone: (740) 427-2671
Thom Collier (R, Incumbent)
Thom Collier (R) is an incumbent on the Knox County 
Commission. He previously served on the Mount Ver-
non City Council and as a member of the Ohio House 
of Representatives from 2000 to 2008. As a State Rep-
resentative, Collier chaired the Economic Develop-
ment and Environment committee and the Economic 
Development and Workforce. Collier is a pro-life and 
a strong supporter of second amendment rights and 
pro-agriculture policies.
 Mary Elizabeth Chapa (D)
Mary Elizabeth Chapa (D), who attended Mount 
Vernon High School and Bowling Green State 
University, worked as a mental health therapist 
after graduation, according to her campaign 
website. Since then, Chapa has worked for sub-
stance abuse treatment facilities, criminal justice 
systems and public schools. Chapa says she will 
prioritize community outreach and government 




For coverage on the Ohio Supreme Court and the local State Representative races, go to kenyoncollegian.com.



















After the next presidential 
election, how many presidents 
will the U.S. have had? 
4
Chicago Cubs and 
Cleveland Indians Cubs and Indians
Which two baseball teams are in 
the World Series?
Vine Vine
What service did Twitter 
announce it will cancel?
Philander Chase Bishop Philander Chase
Kenyon’s Founder’s Day was 


























Students take time off to pursue politics, support candidates 
SARAH McPEEK
STAFF WRITER
Jon Green ’14 and Brooks Alderman ’18 suspended their studies to hit the campaign trail.
Gambier, Ohio may be far from the 
center of national politics — until Vice 
Presidential Candidate Tim Kaine 
drops in for a rally — but, by taking a 
semester off, some politically-minded 
students still find their way onto the 
campaign trail.
Pushing for the Dems
After his first year at Kenyon, 
Jon Green ’14 interned full-time as a 
summer fellow for the 2010 reelec-
tion campaign of his Virginia Con-
gressman Tom Perriello. Recognizing 
Green’s interest in politics, his field 
director offered him a paid position 
as an organizer, leading Green to take 
the first semester of this sophomore 
year off so he could help his candidate 
through the final months of the cam-
paign.  
Green admired Perriello’s perse-
verance in fighting for the policies 
he supported, like health insurance 
reform and regulating the fossil fuel 
industry — even when it made the 
congressman unpopular with his ma-
jority-Republican district. 
“If you’re going to be as sleep-de-
prived as you’re going to be on a cam-
paign,” Green said, “then you need 
something above and beyond sharing 
a political affiliation with your candi-
date to get you out of bed in the morn-
ing.”
As a summer fellow, Green mostly 
handled voter contact information 
and volunteer canvassing, but as an 
official field organizer he was respon-
sible for recruiting and training vol-
unteers for his office’s district in Char-
lottesville, Va.
Though the election fell just short 
of a victory for Perriello, Green didn’t 
allow the loss to frustrate him: He re-
turned to the campaign trail two years 
later when he took off the first semes-
ter of his junior year to work for Presi-
dent Barack Obama’s reelection cam-
paign in 2012. 
With the Obama campaign, Green 
began as a field organizer and was 
later promoted to regional field direc-
tor for Hampton and Newport News, 
Va., where he was in charge of hiring, 
training and managing a group of 20 
field organizers.
Green recalled one day when 
Obama visited his turf twice for a ral-
ly. His staff director brought him and 
a few other volunteers backstage to 
meet the president, and after the rally 
Obama returned to Green’s campaign 
office. 
“I didn’t have the presence of mind 
to remind him that he had sorta-
kinda followed me back to my office 
when he joked that I was following 
him around,” Green said.
Being on the managing end was 
challenging and stressful, but Green 
credits the experience with preparing 
him for academic success at Kenyon.
“After spending six months work-
ing well over full-time seven days a 
week, three hours of class and a few 
hours of reading each day became 
more than manageable,” he said.
Green is pursuing a Ph.D. in Po-
litical Science at The Ohio State Uni-
versity, focusing on projects related to 
student voter turnout and experimen-
tal deliberative democracy.
Repping the Republicans
Brooks Alderman ’18, formerly of 
the class of 2017, does not regret taking 
off from November through spring 
time of last year to work for Ohio Gov-
ernor John Kasich’s presidential cam-
paign. “It was an absolutely incredible 
experience being involved in the cam-
paign all the way to the end,” he said.
 A political science major and a 
right-of-center moderate Republican, 
as well as president of the Kenyon Re-
publicans, Alderman shared Kasich’s 
views on the future of the country, 
especially on matters of fiscal and for-
eign policy. 
Alderman began as a campaign 
intern in the Nashua, N.H. office to 
support the huge canvassing effort for 
the primary election. He organized 
volunteers and helped them become 
familiar with the calling system used 
to make massive volumes of calls 
and went door-to-door in the snow 
to speak with voters. Kasich came in 
second in the state, behind Repub-
lican Presidential Nominee Donald 
Trump, which Alderman said was “a 
huge boost of energy for us.”
After their success, the campaign 
sent Alderman to Massachusetts, 
where he and another intern worked 
on Cape Cod while staying with a 
family in Chatham. Massachusetts 
was a much smaller operation and 
much more relaxed. “We’d make 
phone calls, go out knocking, then 
come back to their house for lobster 
rolls,” he said.
After Kasich came in fourth in the 
Massachusetts primary the campaign 
whisked Alderman away to Ohio, 
which was a completely different op-
eration. “Ohio was his state,” he said. 
“Everyone here knows him — he’s 
their governor — and we won.” In 
Ohio, Alderman met many people 
who were close to the governor at the 
campaign’s headquarters in Colum-
bus; he even canvassed with the nom-
inee’s sister, Donna Kasich. 
Interns rarely interact with a can-
didate in person, but one day Alder-
man recalled receiving a phone call 
from a blocked number while can-
vassing in N.H. When he answered, 
it was Kasich on the other end of the 
line, thanking Alderman for his help 
on the campaign and advising him to 
continue his education.
“I think he said, ‘If you don’t go 
back to college you’ll never be able to 
run for president,’ which I was totally 
flabbergasted by,” Alderman said. “It’s 
not very often that you get called by 
a presidential candidate, so that was 
awesome!”
Alderman experienced the other 
side of the election effort when he was 
offered a paid position as field direc-
tor for New Day for America, a Super 
Political Action Committee (Super 
PAC), in his home state of Connecti-
cut. Alderman said he prefers the pas-
sion and personal connection of the 
campaign experience over the more 
business-like operations of the Su-
per PAC. After Kasich suspended his 
campaign on May 4, Alderman in-
terned with Ohio Senator Rob Port-
man on Capitol Hill and discovered 
that his true passion is working in leg-
islation. 
“On the campaign side you don’t 
get to impact the policy at all, and I 
enjoy much more feeling like I’m di-
rectly involved in the decisions that 
are made in government,” he said.
Alderman added that he wouldn’t 
rule out working on campaigns again, 
especially if Kasich decided to run 
for president again in 2020. “There’s 
nothing I’d want to see more than 
him in the Oval Office,” he said.
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STAFF EDITORIAL
During their fall meeting, the Board of 
Trustees tried something new: the student-
trustee lunch, which brought trustees and in-
terested students together for an open conver-
sation. President Sean Decatur said the Board 
has attempted this pairing in the past, but 
this year finally marked the successful union 
of the two bodies. Many students appreciated 
the opportunity to see trustees in person and 
speak candidly with them about their experi-
ences. (Other students felt some trustees were 
more interested in talking about themselves 
and their opinions than engaging in conver-
sations with students.)
We hoped to have a similar opportunity. 
The Collegian had a lunch planned with sev-
eral trustees so we could ask our own ques-
tions. Ultimately, only one of the three trust-
ees with whom we were schedules to meet 
— including the Chair of the Board — actu-
ally showed up. 
Increasing communication between the 
board that governs the College and the stu-
dents that attend it is critical for the success 
of Kenyon, and arranging meetings is the first 
step. 
But all parties have to show up for the con-
versation.
Where are you, 
Trustees?
The Collegian is looking for 
new writers! For more informa-
tion on contributing to Opin-







SHANE CANFIELD | COLLEGIAN
Students can assist in fight against DAPL
EMMA SCHURINK
CONTRIBUTOR
When attorney and social jus-
tice activist Bryan Stevenson visit-
ed Kenyon, he emphasized getting 
“proximate” to the people directly 
impacted by the issue at hand — 
encouraging six Kenyon students 
to journey to Standing Rock Res-
ervation in North Dakota to join 
the growing movement against the 
Dakota Access Pipeline (DAPL).  
The proposed 1,172-mile pipe-
line will cross four states, threat-
ening the Missouri River, which 18 
million people depend on for clean 
water. Energy Transfer Partners 
(ETP) is consciously destroying 
sacred sites on stolen 1851 treaty 
land and violating legal require-
ments for consultation with the 
Standing Rock Sioux Tribe. 
Police brutality is escalating 
with the use of attack dogs, rub-
ber bullets and sound cannons. 
As educated citizens, we have the 
power to stop these deep injustic-
es. I encourage you to join me in 
the NoDAPL movement. 
After spending a summer on 
the Cheyenne River Reservation 
in South Dakota, the meaningful 
relationships I built inspired me 
to return — seven times. I work at 
a donation-run residential camp 
on the Missouri River for Lakota 
children, attending powwows, fu-
nerals and other community gath-
erings. The children and families 
that have become a deep part of my 
life are some of the 18 million lives 
ignored by ETP, banks and politi-
cians that prioritize profits. Two of 
my campers ran over 120 miles in 
12 hours to Standing Rock, N.D. to 
show their support.
In response to the media black-
out regarding this issue, I dis-
tributed 600 homemade booklets 
outside of Peirce. The booklet 
was titled, “What Would You Do 
Without Clean Water?” hoping to 
prompt the Kenyon community 
to think about our privilege. That 
night, a student approached me 
to say that, although his parents 
work in the oil industry, my book-
let made him realize the gravity 
of this environmental and human 
rights violation.
With the public invitation from 
water protectors, support of many 
professors and Bryan Stevenson’s 
timely advice, six students left to 
get proximate for a week in Stand-
ing Rock. In the weeks leading 
up to our trip, we raised $2,000 
and received various donations 
to bring with us. While there, we 
heard people’s stories, interrupted 
a gubernatorial debate, participat-
ed in direct actions at construction 
sites, helped winterize the kitchen 
and assisted with meal prepara-
tions and cleanup.
Last week, the Oglala Lakota 
rock band Scatter Their Own came 
to Kenyon. Their activist music 
champions the human right to 
clean water. They shared their sto-
ries of being at the NoDAPL front-
lines and of their family members 
who are there protecting their land 
and water. Scotti Clifford, a mem-
ber of the duo, explained that how 
we treat each other and how we 
treat the earth ref lect one another. 
He told us that building relation-
ships and learning about each oth-
er’s cultures are the only ways we 
can truly overcome our differences 
and unite as one human race. 
Government officials and cor-
porations like the fossil fuel indus-
try are exploiting indigenous com-
munities throughout the country 
and around the world. Many of 
their voices get silenced and their 
tragedies washed away. But in the 
face of this hardship, this move-
ment has brought together almost 
300 indigenous tribes and many 
allies around the globe. Not only 
are Natives standing up for their 
own rights, they’re standing up for 
everyone and for the right to clean 
water. They’re opposing this pipe-
line for the health and well-being 
of humanity. 
At Kenyon it is easy to take wa-
ter for granted. Even during Gam-
bier boil alerts, we have guaranteed 
access to bottled water. I challenge 
you to put yourself in the shoes of 
those depending on the Missouri 
River to survive. They are fighting 
for life; not just their lives, but all 
life. 
Would you stand up for your 
own access to clean water? What 
side of history will you be on? Join 
us and #StandWithStandingRock
Emma Schurink ’17 is a sociolo-
gy major from Brooklyn, N.Y. Con-
tact her at schurinke@kenyon.edu.
The Board of Trustees is predicting a 3 
to 4 percent increase in tuition for the up-
coming year — dismaying but unsurprising 
news. This change is consistent with the 
College’s trend of increasing the price tag 
for a Kenyon education every year to keep 
up with growing expenses. 
We recognize that our paltry endow-
ment, inf lation and rising operational costs, 
among other things, contribute to these in-
creases. But higher and higher tuition fees 
are simply unfair to Kenyon students and 
families. We are already one of the most ex-
pensive colleges in the state, and the price 
creeps slowly higher every year. This puts 
strains on families — especially those that 
may not qualify for a financial aid, but for 
whom the price tag is still a steep one.
Can the College not work to see if there 
are ways to cut costs, rather than just try-
ing to rake in more revenue from families? 
Streamline a bloated administration, or ex-
amine ways to reduce utilities costs. There 
must be another way.
Tuition spikes forget 
family incomes
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Divestment from fossil fuels is the wrong kind of activism 
Students deserve more 
input on new library
SJP brings extremism to campus
Palestinian poet, writer, and 
activist Remi Kanazi, Students 
for Justice in Palestine’s (SJP) 
latest guest, compares Jews to 
the KKK. He poses in support 
of  terrorists and advocates vi-
olence. His presence is part of 
a focus-grouped and incubated 
hatred, which is intellectual-
ized, digitized and repeated ad 
nauseum. SJP targets you as 
the consumer for that hatred. 
They’ve weaponized discrimi-
nation in the form of victim-
hood. This is my fourth year of 
witnessing and addressing it. 
I’m tired.
SJP is part of a well-financed 
campaign to bring this hatred 
to our campus. Every year it 
comes and goes, and students 
are bombarded with distorted 
images, oversimplifications and 
lies.
Just consider the bias in the 
narrative SJP force-feeds us. 
Fanatic after fanatic, zealot af-
ter zealot, SJP poisons our well 
by bringing radicals to Ken-
yon. Two years ago the group 
brought a professor who justi-
fied the killing of teenage Is-
raeli Jews (he called them ‘set-
tlers’) who live in the West 
Bank while also claiming that, 
in some demented way, anti-
semitism could be seen as “hon-
orable.” SJP brought an artist, 
Amer Shomali, who glorified 
convicted terrorist and plane-
hijacker Leila Khaled. One stu-
dent member of the group com-
pares Zionism (the belief in the 
right to self-determination of 
the Jewish People) to Nazism, a 
comparison the U.S. State De-
partment deems anti-semitic. 
One can be a just activist for the 
Palestinian cause without sup-
porting radicals and without 
condoning codified Jew-hatred. 
Bringing Remi Kanazi to 
campus is SJP’s latest move in 
their twisted game of delegiti-
mizing and demonizing Israel. 
Kanazi, however, doesn’t just 
reserve his contempt for Isra-











Kanazi is a radical who preach-
es hate. In reference to Israeli 
Jews, he says, “they were hood-
ed in the South,” comparing Is-
raeli Jews to the KKK. He lauds 
and poses for photos with con-
victed terrorist Rasmea Odeh, 
whose family even admitted to 
her role in the killing of two in-
nocent Jews in a supermarket 
bombing in Israel. 
Why do these groups in-
sist on bringing radicals to 
campus? Time and again the 
Middle Eastern Students’ As-
sociation (MESA) aids SJP in 
its extremist goals. It’s disap-
pointing that SJP, along with 
their consortium of affiliated 
groups, brings extremists to 
our campus, while rejecting the 
opportunity to host moderates 
devoted to finding a solution to 
the Arab-Israeli conf lict. Radi-
calism solves nothing — it fur-
ther divides.
Though they try to stress 
the connection, Kanazi’s pres-
ence isn’t about the Dakota Ac-
cess Pipeline, or Standing with 
Standing Rock as some of SJP’s 
advertising suggests. It is about 
using others’ struggles to ben-
efit their cause. In a word, it’s 
tokenizing. It uses others’ na-
tive identity to push one’s own 
agenda. In fact, the blind equiv-
ocation of the Israeli occupa-
tion  with the 
DAPL is prob-
lematic in it-
self: It creates 
the implica-
tion that the 
presence of 
Jews in the 
West Bank is 
as inherently 
negative as the presence of an 
oil pipeline in Standing Rock.
The reductive world of SJP 
and their speakers is founded 
not on constructive dialogue, 
but on denunciation. As their 
narrative goes, Israel is imper-
fect and thus college students 
should advocate its dissolution 
and repopulation. They, along 
with Kanazi, believe we should 
boycott Israel until it surren-
ders. The implication of this? 
Perpetual war. They know the 
Jewish State will never lay down 
its arms while there are those 
who seek to destroy it. Asking 
for this is asking for suicide. 
Kanazi and Students for ‘Jus-
tice’ in Palestine are really for 
“ justice,” aren’t they? 
Adam Rubenstein ’17 is a po-
litical science major from Ran-
dolph, N.J. Contact him at ru-
bensteina@kenyon.edu.
For a school consistently ranked as 
having one of America’s “prettiest col-
lege campuses,” Kenyon’s trustees sure 
are self-conscious. When the campus 
Master Plan was unveiled in 2014, 
students were notified of the eventual 
destruction of Olin and Chalmers Li-
brary. The Board of Trustees met last 
week and discussed various topics 
with the Student Council; the plans 
for the library was not one of them. 
The uncertainty surrounding the fu-
ture of the new library raises many 
questions, and we deserve answers as 
they arise.
In Feb. 2015 the Building and 
Grounds Committee emailed a sur-
vey via Student-Info to determine 
which aspect of the Master Plan stu-
dents consider the biggest priority. 
The survey received 583 responses 
out of 1,700 students and indicated 
most students would prefer to see a 
new library on campus before other 
renovations. Since less than half of 
the student body participated in this 
survey, the sample size is unreliable. 
In addition, the survey portrayed the 
prospect of a new library as an ab-
stract concept, failing to include any 
timelines for construction and plans 
for a temporary library.
I know a new library is inevitable. 
I don’t know that a new library is our 
top priority. Let’s not forget that Olin is 
our only library. Once it’s torn down, 
the campus will feel the absence of a 
major study space. The library is so 
much more than its book stacks; it’s 
the Helpline desk, a meeting spot for 
group projects and home to one of few 
quiet study spaces on campus.
If it were up to me, other projects 
would take precedent over building 
a more aesthetically pleasing library. 
These improvements would have 
greater impact on student life, such as 
rebuilding the New Apartments and 
improving accessibility in Ascension 
Hall.
Objectively speaking, Olin is 
not the most attractive building on 
the Hill. Olin lacks the grandeur of 
Old Kenyon, the modern design of 
Peirce’s Thomas Hall (New Side) and 
the spiffiness of the Kenyon Athletic 
Center, but it is one of the most widely 
used buildings on campus. Is it pos-
sible that Kenyon students don’t care 
much about architectural aesthetic? 
Looking around the crowded second 
floor of Olin, it’s evident that the li-
brary serves its purpose for the Ken-
yon community.
I fear that a new library is a ploy to 
add to Kenyon’s physical attractive-
ness instead of addressing issues that 
matter to the student body. We de-
serve the opportunity to contribute 
more input to the future of our pri-
mary study space. 
Maya Lowenstein ’18 is a sociol-
ogy and film major from Toronto, ON. 
Contact her at lowensteinm@kenyon.
edu.
I don’t support divestment 
from companies producing 
fossil fuels. And no, this is not 
just because I hold shares in 
Chesapeake Energy.
Divestment appears, on 
the surface, to be a logical 
and powerful way to combat 
the effects of climate change 
— effects that have been de-
finitively linked to the use of 
fossil fuels. I know climate 
change is a very real prob-
lem. After all, as Senator Tim 
Kaine said in his speech last 
week, “I believe in science.” 
But I also believe in the 
power of markets. While 
depriving oil and other fos-
sil fuel companies of our in-
vestment dollars has the po-
tential to make an impact 
on their performance, it is 
not the most effective way to 
solve these problems, and ul-
timately it will not be in the 
best economic interest of Ke-
nyon.
The reality is that fossil fu-
els are here to stay, at least for 
a while. My understanding of 
geopolitics tells me that the 
money and influence these 
companies have  — not to 













if we can’t beat them, why not 
join them?
I am a big believer in the 
power of activist investing. 
Activist investing is when 
investors buy up significant 
percentages of the shares of 
public companies in order 
to influence the board of di-
rectors (and sometimes take 
over the board of directors) to 
force changes in a company’s 
operations, markets or even 
philosophy. Having covered 
activist investing during an 
internship at the financial 
publication 
TheDeal.com, 
I have a decent 
understand-
ing of the 
power and in-
fluence activ-
ists can have. 
Rather 
than merely 
insist that we 
abandon these 
investments, I would call on 
the managers of the Kenyon 
endowment, CornerStone 
Partners LLC, to explore op-
portunities to force change 
at energy companies. While 
CornerStone is a relatively 
small firm, only managing 
around $10 billion in assets, 
perhaps changes can be made 
from within by working with 
other firms, other university 
endowments and attracting 
the attention of activists. 
I’ll admit, I am an un-
ashamed user of fossil fuels, 
but I know this cannot last. I 
know that the world will run 
out of these energy sources 
and that their use has caused 
climate change. I want to see 
the world transition to alter-
native energy, but we aren’t 
going to get there without 
the money and influence of 
big corporations. Big fossil 
fuel companies know this. 
I’ve never believed for a sec-
ond that an oil company like 
Royal Dutch Shell would just 
roll over and die with the fos-
sil fuel industry. These com-
panies have an incentive to 
pioneer the future of energy, 
and more than that, they have 
the money to bankroll the 
projects. 
An article published by 
Bloomberg in May (“Big Oil 
Unexpectedly Backing New-
est Non-Fossil Fuels”) said 
that oil companies are slowly 
but surely starting to invest 
in the future of energy. They 
know change is coming and 
are not going to let those prof-
its slip away. A May article 
from The Guardian (“Green 
really is the new black as big 
oil gets a taste for renew-
ables”) notes that several ma-
jor players in the oil industry 
have invested in solar and 
wind farms in recent years. 
Even though there is some 
evidence to suggest these are 
public relations moves, oil 
companies aren’t ignorant of 
the fact the energy industry 
is changing. The fossil fuel in-









It is easy 
and popu-
lar to paint big 
oil as a boogey-
man, wrecking the 
world for future 
generations, but 
this is not a prac-
tical approach.
“
It is easy and popular to 
paint big oil as a boogeyman, 
wrecking the world for future 
generations, but this is not a 
practical approach, nor is it a 
fiscally responsible one. Af-
ter all, oil, gas and consum-
able fuel shares are up over 10 
percent year to date according 
to Fidelity Investments. If we 
truly care about growing Ke-
nyon’s endowment and mak-
ing the world better for future 
Kenyon students, as well as 
future generations around 
the globe, we will not with-
draw investments. I urge the 
Board of Trustees to reject di-
vestment but instead conduct 
active investment. We can’t 
be idle,  because there’s only 
one planet, so why not turn 
our energies toward the right 
kind of activism? 
Nathaniel Shahan ’17 is a 
political science major from 
Tully, N.Y. Contact him at sha-
hann@kenyon.edu.
The reduc-
tive world of 
SJP and their speakers 
is founded not on con-
structive dialogue, but 
on denunciation.
“
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With No. 40 John Clark ’18 blocking, No. 9 Ian Bell ’18 drives up the sideline at Wooster. | Shane Canfield
Lords football losing streak continues against Fighting Scots
On Saturday, Lords football 
dropped a 41-16 game to the 
College of Wooster Fighting 
Scots. Catalyzed by a potent 
run game, the Fighting Scots 
(3-5; NCAC 3-4) punished 
Kenyon’s (3-5; NCAC 2-5) de-
fense late in drives throughout 
the afternoon, registering four 
touchdowns on third-and-
fourth-down opportunities. 
Despite out-gaining Wooster 
in the air, the Lords struggled 
to move the ball in critical sit-
uations, succeeding on only 
four of 15 third-down-conver-
sion attempts and on only one 
of four fourth-down-conver-
sion attempts. 
Receiving the opening 
kickoff, Kenyon’s offense got 
right to work, moving down 
to Wooster’s 10-yard line. The 
Lords took a 3-0 lead courtesy 
of a 21-yard field goal off the 
foot of Szabi Simo ’17. 
On the ensuing drive, 
Wooster’s quarterback gave 
his team a 7-3 lead by hit-
ting one of his teammates 
on a slant route for a 14-yard 
touchdown.
Later in the first quarter, 
Wooster extended their lead 
to 14-3 with an 89-yard punt 
return for a touchdown. In 
the second quarter, Wooster’s 
running back burst through a 
hole in the Kenyon defensive 
line for an 80-yard rushing 
touchdown. 
Wooster failed to convert 
on the point-after-touchdown 
attempt, but the Fighting Scots 
still held a 20-3 lead over the 
Lords. Wooster continued to 
wallop Kenyon on the ground 
as the quarter wore on, run-
ning a draw play on fourth-
down-and-goal to get into the 
endzone and take a 27-3 lead. 
With Wooster’s team fac-
ing a fourth-down-and-17 
with just under two minutes 
remaining in the first half, it 
looked as if the Fighting Scots’ 
offense had reached an im-
passe. Unfortunately for Ke-
nyon, Wooster’s quarterback 
dealt a devastating blow to the 
Lords, finding a teammate in 
the back right corner of the 
endzone for the 28-yard score. 
Lofting a 15-yard pass to-
ward the back of the endzone 
into the arms of Jibri McLean 
’17, Thomas Merkle ’20 broke 
Wooster’s 34-0 run to make 
the score 34-10 before half-
time.
Wooster took to the ground 
on their first possession of the 
third quarter and increased 
their lead to 41-10 following 
a 52-yard rushing touchdown. 
Rob Meagher ’19 responded 
with a two-yard touchdown 
run later in the third quarter, 
but a failed two-point-conver-
sion kept the score at 41-16. 
Kenyon made two trips to 
the red zone in the final quar-
ter of play, but failed to come 
away with points on both oc-
casions in the loss.
Lords football returns to 
action this Saturday when they 
travel to Springfield, Ohio to 
take on the Wittenberg Uni-
versity Tigers (7-1; NCAC 6-1) 
at 1 p.m. Wittenberg is ranked 
23rd in the nation in NCAA 
Division III football. Intent 
on getting his team back in 
the win column, Head Coach 
Chris Monfiletto hopes the 
Lords will stay within striking 
distance throughout next Sat-
urday’s game. 
“I thought that we compet-
ed pretty well against them last 
year, and I’d like to see us do 
that again,” Monfiletto said. 
“It’s going to be a close game, 
and if we can keep it close into 
the fourth quarter then we can 
give ourselves a chance to be 
competitive.”
Since starting the season 3-1, Kenyon has lost four in a row and dropped to sixth in NCAC.
NOAH GURZENSKI
STAFF WRITER
Lords win NCAC first seed, Ladies end season in semi-finals
No. 19 Bri Maggard ’19 shields the ball against Wheaton. | Cat Smith
With their win over Wabash 
College on Saturday, the Lords have 
clinched the North Coast Athletic 
Conference (NCAC) men’s soccer 
season title for the second season in 
a row. The Lords (16-2; NCAC 8-1) 
went on to dominate DePauw Univer-
sity (11-5-2; NCAC 6-3) in yesterday’s 
semi-finals of the NCAC tournament.
Kenyon grabbed the title with a 
1-0 win over Wabash (11-5-2; NCAC 
6-2-1) to finish the season with a 15-2 
overall record. In a defensive struggle, 
Kenyon took only 14 shots, one of the 
lowest shot counts for the team this 
season. The scoreless draw was bro-
ken in the 62nd minute when Henry 
Myers ’18 headed a cross from Dal-
ton Eudy ’17 into the back of the net. 
With the goal, the Lords claimed their 
NCAC season title and the number 
one seed in the NCAC tournament. 
In the NCAC semi-finals yester-
day, the Lords faced DePauw, one of 
the two teams that defeated them this 
season. The Lords opened the match 
on uneasy footing, allowing a goal in 
the eighth minute of the game on a free 
kick just outside the 18-yard box. The 
Kenyon offense ignited soon after se-
niors Tony Amolo and Jordan Glass-
man entered the game and showered 
the DePauw keeper in shots. Kenyon 
knotted the game up in the 19th min-
ute when Amolo slotted the ball past 
the keeper on a breakaway, scoring 
the 50th goal of his Kenyon career. 
The Lords struck again just two min-
utes later, when Bret Lowry ’19 flicked 
a throw in over the outreached hand 
of the goalie, putting the Lords up 
2-1. On the other side of the ball, Sam 
Clougher ’17 came up huge for the 
Lords with two breakaway saves to 
keep Kenyon in the game. 
The Lords were not done yet, scor-
ing twice more in the second half, 
with Josh Lee ’17 and Brice Koval ’19 
solidifying the win.
The team now moves into the 
NCAC finals for the fourth year in a 
row, but this does not change how the 
Lords approach each game. 
“The team is preparing for the 
postseason in a similar way which we 
prepared for our games towards the 
end of the season,” Myers said. “We 
felt that each game has been a must-
win for a couple of weeks now.”
The Lords will play Oberlin Col-
lege (15-3-1; NCAC 7-2) in the NCAC 
finals on Saturday in Gambier.














The Ladies (6-10-2; NCAC 4-3-1) 
could not stop the Wheaton College 
(12-7; Wheaton, Ill.) attack in their 
regular season finale on Saturday, al-
lowing six goals en route to a 6-3 de-
feat. Kenyon still made the NCAC 
tournament as the fourth seed, but 
the Ladies’ season was not extended 
for long. Yesterday, Wittenberg Uni-
versity (13-3-2; NCAC 7-1) defeated 
Kenyon 3-0 and eliminated the Ladies 
from the tournament.
On her Senior Day against Whea-
ton, the Ladies’ lone senior, Maggie 
Smith, found the corner of the net in 
the 20th minute for her 11th goal of 
the season, tying the game up at one. 
Ten minutes later, Wheaton went up 
by one again. But just seconds after-
ward, Morgan Engmann ’20 dribbled 
through a crowd of Wheaton defend-
ers and found the back of the net to tie 
the score at two apiece.
In the second half, the Ladies’ 
defense could not halt a persistent 
Wheaton offense, which rattled off 
a series of three goals in 20 minutes. 
With the Ladies down 5-2, both 
teams finished off one more goal to 
end the game with a loss for the La-
dies. Despite the tough loss, the Ladies 
still moved to the NCAC tournament 
as the fourth seed. 
The Ladies could not stop the 
high-powered offense of Wittenberg 
in the NCAC semi-finals, going down 
2-0 in the first half on their way to a 
tough 3-0 loss to the number one seed 
of the tournament. In the first half 
Wittenberg started off hot, ripping 
off three shots in the first ten min-
utes of the game and finally break-
ing through the Ladies defense in the 
20th and 21st minute of the game. Ke-
nyon could not muster a shot against 
the stout Wittenberg defense in the 
first half. 
In the second half the Ladies 
picked up the offensive fight, creating 
opportunities with a handful of cor-
ners and firing off five shots, but goals 
eluded the Ladies. Wittenberg tallied 
one more goal for good measure in 
the 72nd minute of the match, ending 
the hopes of a comeback for Kenyon. 
This loss ended the Ladies’ chanc-
es of continuing their postseason run 
and season. Kenyon will now turn to 
the 2017 season, in which they will 
welcome back every player but one: 
star forward Smith. 
Men’s Soccer
As Lords and Ladies swim warm-
up laps and prep for a race with 
stretches and noise-canceling head-
phones, six people dance together 
in their swimsuits on the pool deck. 
One of them steps up onto a diving 
board, strides a few steps down the 
length of the board and then jumps 
off the end, doing somersaults and 
twists in the air. These are the mem-
bers of Kenyon’s diving team and 
they are an integral part of the pres-
tigious swim and dive program here 
at Kenyon — but the diving team is 
often overlooked. 
“Most people don’t know that div-
ing is a thing here,” diver Ryder Sam-
mons ’19 said.
The team’s small size is only part 
of what makes it unique. Only four of 
the divers went through the recruit-
ment process before coming to Ke-
nyon; the other three are walk-ons. 
Most joined with no prior diving 
experience at all. Barry Bai ’20 from 
Beijing joined the team this year 
without ever competing as a diver.
“We’re very varied in our skill lev-
el,” diver Madeline Carlson ’19 said. 
“For a dive team, that works just fine.”
Walk-ons like Bai aren’t a liabil-
ity in diving as they could be in other 
sports. During practice, Head Coach 
Andy Scott only 
has to focus on 
the diver cur-
rently on the 
board, so he can 
switch from ad-
vising a more ad-
vanced diver on 
an inward pike 
two-and-a-half 
to helping the next diver learn a basic 
somersault.
“In my seven years, we’ve had a 
girl that was a national champion 
[Maria Zarka ’16] and kids that have 
never touched the board prior to be-
ing here,” Scott said. “There’s oppor-
tunities for kids in this sport if they’re 
willing to give it a shot.”
Josh Yuen-Schat ’18, who is 
abroad in Kunming, China, is one 
example: He joined the team last year 
and was able to compete by the end 
of the year.
The walk-ons give new energy 
to the team. 
“They’re so ex-
cited every time 
they learn some-
thing; it’s awe-
some,” Scott said. 
“You get to see so 
much progress in 
a short amount 
of time.”
Even with its mix of skill levels, 
the dive team is an important part of 
the swimming and diving program. 
In some meets, the points from their 
dives are added to those of the swim-
mers to create the overall score. Ke-
nyon has historically lacked a large 
diving presence at meets. Just a few 
weeks ago, the Lords ended up los-
ing the Kenyon Relays meet to Deni-
son University because they did not 
have enough male divers. They were 
tied in points off swimming but fell 
short in total points because Denison 
scored more points for diving. 
But even with their small num-
bers, the team of divers is able to mix 
in well with the rest of the program. 
“At some schools, it’s a swimming 
and a diving team separately, but here 
it’s very much a swimming and div-
ing team,” Sammons said.
The perch at the end of a diving 
board can feel like a pressure cooker 
for divers. “Diving is the most men-
tal sport I know,” Carlson said. “It’s 
throwing yourself into the air off the 
board onto something; it’s painful, 
and it takes a certain type of person 
to be able to do that knowing that it 
might hurt.”
Sammons agreed. “Diving really 
is a metaphor for a lot of the jumps 
we have to take in life,” he said.
Finding ways to relax has proven 
beneficial for the team. Whether that 
means cheering for newbies when 
they learn a new dive or dancing 
on the deck, the Kenyon dive team 
maintains an atmosphere of amiable 
competition.
“We’re so friendly with our com-
petitors,” Carlson said. “We know 
everyone from year to year.” When 
asked who leads the dancing, she 
laughed and said, “Probably Ryder 
[Sammons].”
“If you get too much into your 
head it just throws you off,” Sam-
mons added.
The Kenyon swimming and div-
ing team will be competing next on 
Nov. 12 at 10 a.m. against Denison 





Ryder Sammons ’19 takes a practice dive into the James A. Steen Aquatic Center pool. Sammons is one of seven on Kenyon’s diving team this season. | Jack Zellweger
Ladies cross country claims fourth at NCAC Championship
Kenyon cross country sent its 
top 20 Lords and Ladies to the 2016 
North Coast Athletic Conference 
(NCAC) Championship this week-
end, but they were not the only ones 
to make the six-hour bus ride to Terre 
Haute, Ind. 
Much to her surprise, Molly Hunt 
’18, a runner for Ladies cross coun-
try, found 10 teammates who were 
not competing on the bus anyway. 
They came to line the Lavern Gib-
son Championship Cross Country 
Course from start to finish, and their 
cheering helped propel Hunt to a 
12th-place finish and the top time for 
the Kenyon women’s team on Sun-
day.
“There were so many of them,” 
Hunt said. “Every 400 meters I would 
see a teammate cheering on the side-
lines, and it’s what got me through the 
race.”
The Ladies finished fourth in the 
championship. Nine NCAC teams 
ran in the race, with Allegheny Col-
lege taking first place. After Hunt, se-
nior Harlee Mollenkopf finished next 
for Kenyon with a 14th-place finish 
individually. Tate Serletti ’20 com-
pleted the course in 16th place and 
Andrea Ludwig ’19 took 19th place. 
Hunt and Mollenkopf received All-
NCAC second team honors for their 
finishes; Serletti and Ludwig received 
All-NCAC honorable mentions.
In the men’s race, the Lords fin-
ished in last place of the nine teams 
that ran on Sunday. The men’s team 
put in good effort, but Isak Davis ’19 
said the race was a tough one for most 
of the Lords. Davis claimed Kenyon’s 
top finish of the day, at 19th place, 
earning him an All-NCAC honorable 
mention. Kyle Rose ’19 completed the 
race at 29th, and three first years — 
Tommy Johnson, Ethan Bradley and 
Mark Lewis — wrapped up the race 
for Kenyon at 59th, 74th and 76th.
Despite taking last place at the 
championship, the Lords enjoyed the 
trip. For Davis, this season’s achieve-
ments are especially sweet. He was 
prepared to run for the cross country 
team last season, but a stress fracture 
in his upper femur forced him off the 
racecourse and onto crutches. Now in 
his first season running for the Lords, 
Davis has bounced back to lead the 
team and post top times in every race.
 “This time around it feels much 
more like part of who I am,” he said.
The Kenyon cross country run-
ners will put their determination and 
camaraderie on display one more 
time this fall: The Lords and Ladies 
will send seven runners each — with 
Davis and Hunt among them — to 
run in the NCAA Division III Great 
Lakes Regional on Nov. 12 in Hol-
land, Mich.
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Molly Hunt ’18 and Isak Davis ’19 lead Kenyon with team-high finishes and All-NCAC honors.
takes the plunge
Every 400 meters I would see a team-
mate cheering on the sidelines, and it’s 




that diving is a thing 
here.
Ryder Sammons ’19
“
